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Abstract. In this article we give conditions for the existence of solutions of the initial value
problem for systems of differential equations depending not only on the value of solutions but
also on iterations of their coordinates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several works deal with first iterative initial value problems (see M.Fecˇkan [5],
V.Berinde [2], S.Staneˇk [11–17]), while M.Medved’ [8], S.Staneˇk [10] and P.Zhang
and X.Gong [18] studied a functional differential equation of the more general form
x0.t/D F.t;xŒ1.t/;xŒ2.t/; : : : ;xŒk.t//; x.t/ 2 R:
Starting from results in [18] we prove an existence result for the following system
of differential equations
x0.t/D f .t;xŒ1.t/;xŒ2.t/; : : : ;xŒk.t//; (1.1)
with initial conditions
x.t0/D x0; (1.2)
where x.t/ D .x1.t/;x2.t/; : : : ;xn.t// 2 Rn, xŒi.t/ D .xŒi1 .t/;xŒi2 .t/; : : : ;xŒin .t//,
x
Œi
j .t/ is the i -th iteration of self-mapping xj .t/, j D 1;2; : : : ;n, f WRnkC1! Rn is
continuous and, in addition, we show how one can approximate the non-unique solu-
tion of such kind of iterative differential equations by means of iterative techniques.
The main idea is to use the powerful and more reliable technique of non-expansive
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operators and to adapt and use several convergence theorems from the theory of iter-
ative approximation of fixed points of non-expansive mappings (see the monograph
[1]).
2. MAIN RESULTS
In the proof of the main result we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let
˚MDfx 2 C 0.Ih;Rn/ W kx.t/ x.s/kD max
1jn jxj .t/ xj .s/jM jt   sjI t; s 2 Ihg;
where 0<M <1. If gD .g1;g2; : : : ;gn/2˚M and gŒiD .gŒi1 ;gŒi2 ; : : : ;gŒin /, where
g
Œi
j .t/ the i -th iteration of gj .t/ is for all i 2 f1;2; : : : ;kg, j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng well




1 M kg hkIh ; i D 1;2; : : : ;k:
Proof. Let g;h 2 ˚M , g D .g1;g2; : : : ;gn/, h D .h1;h2; : : : ;hn/. Since
jgj .t/ gj .s/j  kg.t/ g.s/k M jt   sj and similarly jhj .t/ hj .s/j  kh.t/ 
h.s/k M jt   sj for all j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng and t; s 2 Ih, by [18, Lemma 2.1], we have













1 M max1jnkgj  hj kIh D
1 M i
1 M kg hkIh
for all i 2 f1;2; : : : ;kg. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that f WRnkC1 ! Rn is a continuous mapping. Let there
exists a positive constant r such that
.1 N/r > L0 Dmaxfl01 ; l02 ; : : : ; l0ng; (2.1)
where l0j D jx0j   t0j, j D 1;2; : : : ;n, x0 D .x01 ;x02 ; : : : ;x0n/,
N D kf kB.y0;r/ < 1; (2.2)
where B.y0; r/ denotes the closed ball centered at y0 D .t0;x0; : : : ;x0/ with radius
r . Then the initial value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a solution defined on Œt0  l; t0C l 
for any l 2 Œ L0
1 N ; r.
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Proof. The initial value problem (1.1), (1.2) is equivalent to the system of integral
equations





1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;x
Œk
1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œk
n .s//ds; (2.3)
where j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng, x.t0/ D x0 D .x01 ;x02 ; : : : ;x0n/, x.t/ D .x1.t/;x2.t/; : : : ;
xn.t//, f D .f1;f2; : : : ;fn/. Let l 2 Œ L01 N ; r and t 2 Œt0 l; t0Cl . Since kfj kB.y0;r/N D kf kB.y0;r/, we obtain from (2.1) the following estimate for
xj .t/, j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng:
jxj .t/  t0j  jxj .t/ xj .t0/jC jxj .t0/  t0j N jt   t0jC jx0j   t0j
NlC l0j NlCL0 NlC l.1 N/D l:
We have obtained the inequalities
jxj .t/  t0j  l; j D 1;2; : : : ;n; t 2 Œt0  l; t0C l :
We will prove by induction the validity of the inequalities
jxŒij .t/  t0j  l; j D 1;2; : : : ;n; i 2 f1;2; : : : ;kg; t 2 Œt0  l; t0C l : (2.4)
We assume that the inequalities (2.4) hold for all integer i 2 f1;2; : : : ;k 1g. Then
jxŒiC1j .t/  t0j  jxŒiC1j .t/ xj .t0/jC jxj .t0/  t0j
D jxj .xŒij .t// xj .t0/jC jx0j   t0j N jxŒij .t/  t0jC l0j
NlCL0 NlC l.1 N/D l:
This means that the iterates xŒij are well defined on the interval Œt0  l; t0C l  for any
xD .x1;x2; : : : ;xn/2˚N WD fx 2C 0.Ih;Rn/ W xj .t0/D x0j ; j D 1;2; : : : ;nI kx.t/ 
x.s/k Dmax1jn jxj .t/ xj .s/j N jt   sjI t; s 2 Ihg; and thus the operator







1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;x
Œk
1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œk
n .s//ds;
and j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng is well defined and obviously
Gjx.t0/D x0j ; (2.6)
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for any x 2 ˚N and j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng. Now we will prove that G is a self-mapping
operator. We need to estimatet;xŒ1.t/;xŒ2.t/; : : : ;xŒk.t/ t0;x0; : : : ;x0
Dmax
n




jt   t0j; max
1jn jxj .t/ xj .t0/j; max1jn jxj .x
Œ1
j .t// xj .t0/j;
















max˚l;N l; : : : ;N l	 l  r; t 2 Il ;
i.e. 



















for any t1; t2 2 Il D Œt0   l; t0C l . Thus (2.4) and (2.5) yield G 2 ˚N , i.e., G is











jfj .s;xŒ11 .s/; : : : ;xŒ1n .s/; : : : ;xŒk1 .s/; : : : ;xŒkn .s//
 fj .s;yŒ11 .s/; : : : ;yŒ1n .s/; : : : ;yŒk1 .s/; : : : ;yŒkn .s//jds
ˇˇˇ
:
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1 .s/; : : : ;y
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;y
Œk






jxŒ11 .s/ yŒ11 .s/j; : : : ; jxŒ1n .s/ yŒ1n .s/j;

























It follows from the uniform continuity of f on the closed ball B.y0; r/ that there for
any " > 0 there exists ı."/ > 0 such that the inequality
kGx Gyk D max
1jnkGjx Gjyk  "l
holds for kx ykIl < ı and therefore the operator G is continuous.
Since ˚N is a convex compact subset of Banach space C 0.Il ;Rn/ and G is con-
tinuous operator, by the Schauder fixed point theorem we obtain that G has a fixed
point g0 2 ˚N and hence g0 is a solution of the initial value problem for system of
differential equations (1.1) associated with (1.2) on the interval Il D Œt0  l; t0C l 
and this completes the proof. 
2.1. Existence theorem and approximation of solutions
The following result is a fixed point theorem for nonexpansive mappings (see e.g.
in Berinde [1, Theorem 2.1]):
Lemma 2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex and bounded subset of a uniformly
convex Banach space B . Then any nonexpansive mapping F WC ! C has a fixed
point.
Definition 1. Let C be a convex subset of a normed linear spaceB and let F WC !
C be a self-mapping. Given any x0 2 C and a real number  2 .0;1, the sequence
fxng defined by the formula
xnC1 D .1 /xnCFxn; nD 0;1;2; : : : (2.8)
is usually called the Krasnoselskij iteration, or Krasnoselskij-Mann iteration.
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Definition 2. Let C be a convex subset of a normed linear spaceB and let F WC !
C be a self-mapping. Given an x0 2 C and a real numbers n 2 Œ0;1, the sequence
fxng defined by the formula
xnC1 D .1 n/xnCnFxn; nD 0;1;2; : : : (2.9)
is usually called the Mann iteration.
It was shown by M.Krasnoselskij [7], in the case for D 1=2, and later by
H. Schaefer [9] for an arbitrary  2 .0;1/, that if B is a uniformly convex Banach
space and C is a convex and compact subset of B , then the M.Krasnoselskij iteration
converges to a fixed point of F . M.Edelstein [4] proved that strict convexity of B
suffices for the same conclusion. The question if the assumption of the strict convex-
ity of B can be removed was answered affirmatively by the following S.Ishikawa [6]
result:
Lemma 3. Let C be a subset of a Banach space B and let F WC ! C be a non-
expansive mapping. For arbitrary x0 2 C , consider the Mann iteration process fxng
given by (2.9) under the following assumptions:
(a) xn 2 C for all positive integers n;




If fxng is bounded, then xn Fxn! 0 as n!1.
The following corollary of Lemma 3 will be particularly important for the second
main result of our paper.
Corollary 1 (see in C.Chidume [3, Theorem 6.17]). Let C be a convex and com-
pact subset of a Banach space B and let F WC ! C be a nonexpansive mapping. If
the Mann iteration process fxng given by (2.9) satisfies the assumptions (a)–(c) of
Lemma 3, then fxng converges strongly to a fixed point of F .
We consider the initial value problem
(1) x0.t/D f .t;xŒ1.t/;xŒ2.t/; : : : ;xŒk.t//; t 2 Œa;b;
(2) x.t0/D x0.
where t0 2 Œa;b, x0D .x01 ;x02 ; : : : ;x0n/ 2 .a;b/nk , f 2C 0.Œa;bnkC1;Rn/ are given
and Œa;bnkC1 denotes the product nkC1 intervals Œa;b. Let us put
At Dmaxft  a;b  tg; Bjx Dminfxj  a;b xj g: (2.10)
We are interested here in solution from the space C 1.Œa;b; Œa;bn/ belonging to the
class
˚K WD fx 2 C 0.Œa;b; Œa;bn/ W xj .t0/D x0j ;j D 1;2; : : : ;nI
kx.t/ x.s/kD max
1jn jxj .t/ xj .s/jKjt   sjI t; s 2 Œa;bg;
(2.11)
where K D kf kŒa;bnkC1 .
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Theorem 2. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied for the initial value
problem (1.1), (1.2):
(i) f WRnkC1! Rn is continuous and Œa;b is a compact interval containing t0,
x0j , j D 1;2; : : : ;n;
(ii) there exist L > 0 such that kf .t;u/ f .t;v/k  Lku  vk for all t 2 Œa;b
and u;v 2 Œa;bnk;
(iii) let K D kf kŒa;bnkC1 > 0 and let one of the following conditions hold:
(a) KAt0  Bjx0 , for all j D 1;2; : : : ;n, where At0 , Bjx0 are defined by
(2.10);
(b) t0 D a;K.b  a/  b x0j , j D 1;2; : : : ;n; f .t;u/  0 for all .t;u/ 2
Œa;bnkC1;





1 K  1, if K < 1,
(B) LAt0k  1, if K D 1.
Then there exists at least one solution x of problem (1.1), (1.2) in the class ˚K ,
which can be approximated by the Mann iteration
xmC1 D .1 m/xmCmGxm; mD 0;1;2; : : : ; (2.12)
where fmg is a given sequence of real numbers satisfying the assumptions (b)–(c)
formulated in Lemma 3 and the operator







1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;x
Œk
1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œk
n .s//ds;
where j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng.
Proof. ˚K is nonempty convex compact subset of Banach space
.C 0.Œa;b; Œa;bn// with usual supremum norm. It is clear that x 2˚K is a solution
of the initial value problem (1.1), (1.2) if and only if x is a fixed point of G , i.e.,
xDGx. Our aim is to shaw that G has a fixed point in˚K . We will apply Schauder
fixed point theorem or Banach fixed point theorem.
First we prove that ˚K is a invariant set with respect to G , i.e., G .˚K/˚K .
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If the condition (iii)(a) holds, then for any x 2 ˚K , t 2 Œa;b and for all j 2






1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;x
Œk








1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;x
Œk











1 .s/; : : : ;x
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;x
Œk




 x0j  K jt   t0j  x0j  K At0  x0j  Bjx0  x0j   .x0j  a/D a:
The cases (iii)(b) and (iii)(c) can be treated in a similar way and so we have that for
any x 2 ˚K and t 2 Œa;b, one has Gjx.t/ 2 Œa;b for all j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng.















By the formula (2.6) we have Gjx.t0/ D x0j for any x 2 ˚K and j 2 f1;2; : : : ;ng.
Therefore G W˚K ! ˚K (i.e., G is a selfmapping of ˚K).
From the assumptions .i i i/ and the definitions ofAt0 andB
j
x0 , it follows thatK 
1. Therefore according to Lemma 1 for any x;y 2 ˚K , s 2 Œa;b, i 2 f2;3; : : : ;kg,









































      Ki 1CKi 2C C1 max
2Œa;b
jxj ./ yj ./j  1 K
k
1 K kxj  yj k;
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 kkxj  yj k:










jfj .s;xŒ11 .s/; : : : ;xŒ1n .s/; : : : ;xŒk1 .s/; : : : ;xŒkn .s//











1 .s/; : : : ;y
Œ1
n .s/; : : : ;y
Œk





























1 K kx ykjt   t0j  LAt0
1 Kk
1 K kx yk:
(In the case K D 1 we have kGx.t/ Gy.t/k  LAt0 kkx yk).
Now, by taking the supremum in the last inequalities, we get
kGx Gyk  LAt0
1 Kk
1 K kx yk; . kGx Gyk  LAt0 kkx yk /
and so from the conditions (iv) it follows that operator G is nonexpansive and hence
continuous. Now it remains to apply the Schauder f ixed point theorem to
obtain the first part theorem (if LAt0
1 Kk
1 K < 1 for K < 1, or LAt0k < 1 for K D 1,
then G is a contraction mapping and hence in view Banach fixed point theorem, has a
unique solution) and Corollary 1 to get the second one. This completes the proof. 
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